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Tēnā koe 

Request for information 2023-139 

I refer to your request for information dated 30 May 2023, which was received by Greater Wellington 
Regional Council (Greater Wellington) on 30 May 2023. You have requested the following: 

“Please provide communication and discussion between GWRC and heritage NZ around the railway 
station install of snapper terminals. 

I wish to understand both sides of the debate and any agreement reached.” 

Greater Wellington’s response follows: 

Please refer to Attachments 1 - 6. The general contents of each are listed below: 

Attachment 1 and Attachments 1.1 and 1.2 – Correspondence between a Conservation Architect 
and the Snapper on Rail Project Manager. (Attachments 1.1 and 1.2 are attachments to the email 
chain in Attachment 1). 

Attachment 2 – Letter from Heritage New Zealand to KiwiRail regarding the installation of the 
proposed Snapper systems at the Wellington Station. 

Attachment 3 and 4 – Correspondence between the Snapper on Rail Project Manager, the 
Conservation Architect, and a Wellington City Council Heritage advisor. 

Attachment 5 – Final agreement by Heritage New Zealand on the installation. 

Attachment 6 and Attachment 6.1 – Correspondence from Heritage NZ with their letter regarding 
stage 2 of the validator project sent to KiwiRail. (Attachment 6.1 is an attachment to the email in 
Attachment 6.) PROACTIVE R
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If you have any concerns with the decision(s) referred to in this letter, you have the right to request 
an investigation and review by the Ombudsman under section 27(3) of the Local Government Official 
Information and Meetings Act 1987.  

Please note that it is our policy to proactively release our responses to official information requests 
where possible. Our response to your request will be published shortly on Greater Wellington’s 
website with your personal information removed. 

Nāku iti noa, nā 

Fiona Abbott 
Kaiwhakahaere Matua Waka-ā-atea | Acting Group Manager Metlink 
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From: Peter Wells
To: Laura Kellaway
Cc: Mitchell Davis; Matthew Chote; Polly Larkman
Subject: RE: Snapper Pilot - Johnsonville Line
Date: Tuesday, 15 June 2021 1:19:16 pm
Attachments: image001.png

20210521 WRS Validators.pdf
AEE WRS validators.pdf

TO: HERITAGE NEW ZEALAND POUHERE TAONGA – LAURA KELLAWAY
CC: KIWIRAIL – POLLY LARKMAN
FM: GREATER WELLINGTON REGIONAL COUNCIL - METLINK
 
Good day Laura
 
Please find attached Ian Bowman’s Heritage Impact Assessment for the proposed Snapper
Validators to be installed at Wellington Railway Station.
This should be read in conjunction with the draft consent drawing pack (attached here) and the
images (previously shared via WeTransfer).
 
As per our previous discussions, we are providing this to you, ahead of our formal consent
applications to Wellington City Council, for your review and comment.
 
We note your previous preliminary advice in respect of the proposal, discussed a conditional
approval for this Pilot project.
We are able to re-confirm that this Pilot is for a temporary installation of the six (6) validator
posts.  Any subsequent permanent installation of validator posts would be subject to
consultation with HNZPT with respect to size, design, colour, location, numbers and scale and
would require new applications to be made to WCC and HNZPT.  The outcomes of the Pilot
project, and the upcoming appointment of a preferred provider for National Ticketing Solution,
will be available to inform this consultation on the future arrangements.  In respect of the time
frame, we note that the transition to the permanent National Ticketing Solution is planned to
occur by December 2022, with full transition completed by March 2023.  As such, we would like
to request an extension to the proposed end date of December 2022, up to March 2023.
 
There remains some time pressure on the project, so we would appreciate if you would be able
to review these documents and confirm your final position as soon as is practical.
 
Kind Regards
 
Peter Wells
Project Manager
Metlink 
027 223 2271
100 Cuba St, Te Aro, Wellington 6011 | PO Box 11646, Manners St, Wellington 6142  
Follow us online: Facebook | Twitter
To find out how to plan your journey, go to metlink.org.nz
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From: Laura Kellaway <LKellaway@heritage.org.nz> 
Sent: Thursday, 3 June 2021 5:06 PM
To: Peter Wells <Peter.Wells@gw.govt.nz>
Subject: RE: Snapper Pilot - Johnsonville Line
 
Hi Peter
 
I have downloaded the four images- thank you for these.
 

I am away next week- back on the 15th.
 
Kind regards
Laura
 
 
 
Laura Kellaway| Conservation Architect | Kaihoahoa Penapena | Central Region | Heritage New
Zealand Pouhere Taonga / Te Takiwā o Te Pūtahi a Māui | P O Box 2629 | Level 1, 79 Boulcott St
| Wellington 6140 |  Ph: (64 4) 471 4895 |Mobile 027 445 3599
 

Tairangahia ā tua whakarere; Tātakihia ngā reanga o āmuri ake nei
– Honouring the past; Inspiring the future
This communication may be a privileged communication. If you are not the intended recipient, then you are not authorised to retain,
copy or distribute it. Please notify the sender and delete the message in its entirety.
 
 

From: Peter Wells <Peter.Wells@gw.govt.nz> 
Sent: Thursday, 3 June 2021 11:05 am
To: Laura Kellaway <LKellaway@heritage.org.nz>
Cc: Mitchell Davis <Mitchell.Davis@gw.govt.nz>; Matthew Chote <Matthew.Chote@gw.govt.nz>;
Ian Bowman Architect and Conservator <ian@ianbowman.co.nz>
Subject: RE: Snapper Pilot - Johnsonville Line
 
Good day Laura
 
Confirming that I have forwarded updated imaging for the six (6) validators at Wellington Railway
Station and proposed colour scheme, via WeTransfer.  If you could confirm that you’ve been able
to download and view these please.  If not, then I will find an alternative way to forward to you.
 
Kind Regards
 
Peter Wells
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Project Manager
Metlink 
027 223 2271
100 Cuba St, Te Aro, Wellington 6011 | PO Box 11646, Manners St, Wellington 6142  
Follow us online: Facebook | Twitter
To find out how to plan your journey, go to metlink.org.nz

 
 
 

From: Laura Kellaway <LKellaway@heritage.org.nz> 
Sent: Tuesday, 1 June 2021 2:27 PM
To: Peter Wells <Peter.Wells@gw.govt.nz>
Cc: Mitchell Davis <Mitchell.Davis@gw.govt.nz>; Matthew Chote <Matthew.Chote@gw.govt.nz>;
Ian Bowman Architect and Conservator <ian@ianbowman.co.nz>
Subject: Re: Snapper Pilot - Johnsonville Line
 
Hi Peter
 
Thank you for the opportunity to view the ample validator.
 
As we await the 3d image showing the six validators and also Ian Bowman's heritage
assessment the following is the preliminary view of Heritage New Zealand to KiwiRail:
 
Heritage NZ is generally supportive in principle of a trial process that is contained within
the historic platform area.
 
While there is no revised Conservation Plan Ian Bowman's report confirms that the
heritage values of the platform area, spaces and elements is of high value and has a high
degree of rarity in line with the Category 1 heritage status of the Railway Station.
 
It is noted that there is no master plan or development plan for the future of this area that
co-ordinates and takes a heritage based approach that supports heritage, modernisation
and future uses. The platform area designed in the 1930s has overtime been constrained
by more recent additions and closing off of the main gates etc and has a number of
intrusive elements. Cumulative change has not been addressed. 
There is a concern that long term any introduction of new intrusive elements does not
hold or enhance existing heritage values. 

There is a strong indication, signalled by the proposed validator project,  that there will be
increasing numbers of passengers and possible impacts on the station and its platform
area. The potential impact of any rapid transport system has it seems to date excluded the
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central city railway station. A co-ordinated approach and long term plan, along with the
revised Conservation Plan is considered important with any future plans.
 
The review of the Conservation Plan by KiwiRail is a significant step in helping identify and
update heritage values and guidance for all parties.
 
Proposed trial of six validators
 

The installation of the selected six [as per drawing AG03 April 2021] validators are
considered intrusive elements within a historic space. 
Inground work is supported as the platform ground materials at these locations are
of limited heritage fabric and the inground work can be removed and is reversible.
No chanages are proposed to the building walls or historic elements.
The six validator units selected are the only option given for the GWR trial.
Alternative types are recommended that are smaller in scale and more in keeping
with a historic station.
The proposed locations of six units is based on GWR trial requirements and are not
considered in heritage terms to be appropriate in terms of the original design and
layout.
The proposed colour schemes are GWR colours. The heritage recommendation is
that any new elements, especially intrusive elements, are in the railway station
historic colours and recede in prominence ie dark brown, black.
 It is expected that the Pilot will continue until end of 2022 and that it is a trial, and
that at this time or earlier ,  the Snapper equipment will be replaced with the new
vendors equipment and new approvals from Heritage New Zealand and consents
will be required to support this. 
Existing validators can be fully removed at the end of the Pilot period and area
restored with minimal effort.

Preliminary advice is that support for the current set of six validator trial units ,which fall
outside of good heritage practice on a number of criteria, would be dependent on:

removability and reversibility at the end of the trial
a time limit of December 2022
in the interim look at options that are less intrusive in scale, design and colour, and
with a more appropriate location that considers the wider platform and ongoing use
through the station.
that a co-ordinated approach and development plan be begun between parties that
looks to the most appropriate balance of long term use [based on current
predictions] and retaining heritage values in line with the Conservation Plan.

Heritage New Zealand would assume that the final installation of a validator system at the
Wellington Railway Station would include a full re-address of the current design, including
location, along with consideration of the increased passenger predictations and the overall
site design.
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If it is possible to reduce the degree of bold colour on the Snapper units this would be
appreciated
 
Kind regards
Laura
 
 

Laura Kellaway| Conservation Architect | Kaihoahoa Penapena | Central Region | Heritage New
Zealand Pouhere Taonga | P O Box 2629 | Level 1, 79 Boulcott St | Wellington 6140 |   |

 

Tairangahia ā tua whakarere; Tātakihia ngā reanga o āmuri ake nei

– Honouring the past; Inspiring the future

This communication may be a privileged communication. If you are not the intended recipient, then you are not authorised to retain, copy or
distribute it. Please notify the sender and delete the message in its entirety.

 

 

From: Peter Wells <Peter.Wells@gw.govt.nz>
Sent: Tuesday, 25 May 2021 4:12 PM
To: Laura Kellaway <LKellaway@heritage.org.nz>
Cc: Mitchell Davis <Mitchell.Davis@gw.govt.nz>; Matthew Chote <Matthew.Chote@gw.govt.nz>;
Ian Bowman Architect and Conservator <ian@ianbowman.co.nz>
Subject: Snapper Pilot - Johnsonville Line
 
Good day Laura
 
Thank you for taking the time to visit Snappers office today and see the early prototype validator
posts.
 
As discussed briefly, it would be useful for us to have your points of concern provided as initial
feedback to us.  Noting that these will not necessarily be the final formal comments of Heritage
New Zealand.
 
Thanks
Peter Wells
Project Manager
Metlink 
027 223 2271
100 Cuba St, Te Aro, Wellington 6011 | PO Box 11646, Manners St, Wellington 6142  
Follow us online: Facebook | Twitter
To find out how to plan your journey, go to metlink.org.nz
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ATTENTION: This correspondence is confidential and intended for the named recipient(s)
only. If you are not the named recipient and receive this correspondence in error, you must
not copy, distribute or take any action in reliance on it and you should delete it from your
system and notify the sender immediately. Unless otherwise stated, any views or opinions
expressed are solely those of the author, and do not represent those of the organisation.
ATTENTION: This correspondence is confidential and intended for the named recipient(s) only. If
you are not the named recipient and receive this correspondence in error, you must not copy,
distribute or take any action in reliance on it and you should delete it from your system and
notify the sender immediately. Unless otherwise stated, any views or opinions expressed are
solely those of the author, and do not represent those of the organisation.
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Commission 
This heritage impacts assessment (HIA) of the installation of six validators was 
commissioned by Peter Wells, Project Manager, Metlink on 22 April 2021. 

1.2 Limitations 
The assessment is based on the following documentation: 

• Interact Architects, WRS Ticketing Validator Project, Ground Floor platform 
2&3, Wellington Railway Station, Building Consent Issue – Rev- 0, April 
2021, sheets A-G.01, G.02, G.03; 

• Stantec, Wellington Station Validator Assessment, Prepared for Greater 
Wellington Reginal Council, March 2021; 

• photos taken by Laura Kellaway, Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga 
(NZHPT); 

• four photo montages of four validators; 

• drawing by Colin Robson, 9/11/2020, Snapper Metlink Rectangular Column 
Act Top; 

• Greater Wellington Regional Council, Wellington Railway Station – Validator 
Plan – Stage 2, undated 

1.3 Framework for this HIA 
The objective of an HIA is to evaluate the potential impacts a proposed development 
may have on the heritage values of a listed building.   The following national and 
international best practice guides have been considered for preparing this heritage 
impact assessment. 

• ICOMOS, Guidance on Heritage Impacts Assessments for Cultural World Heritage 
Properties, ICOMOS, January 2011 (ICOMOS Guide) 

• Buhring C., and Bowman I., Guide to assessing historic heritage effects for state 
highway projects, NZTA, March 2015 (NZTA Guide) 

• City of Toronto, Heritage Impact Assessment Terms Of Reference, 2010 (Toronto 
HIA)  

• The Highways Agency, Scottish Government, Welsh Assembly Government 
LLywodraethg Cynulliad Cymru, Design Manual for Roads and Bridges, HA 
285/07, Volume 11 Environmental Assessment, Section 3 “Cultural 
Heritage”.  See appendix 1. 

• Queensland Government Department of Environment and Heritage 
Protection, Guideline Heritage Preparing a heritage impact statement, October 
2015 (Queensland Guide).   

Based on these guides, the following framework is used for this AEE. 

• statutory recognition and heritage values; 

• proposal description and reasons for the development; 
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• alternatives explored; 

• regulatory assessment criteria; 

• best practice assessment criteria;  

• an assessment of the impacts using best practice criteria; and 

• mitigation options with means of implementation.   
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3 Proposal description, objectives, 
alternatives5 

3.1 Project Objectives 
To confirm viability of deploying an Electronic Ticketing solution onto the rail network, 
through an iterative program of piloting and testing of Snapper on a limited part of the 
network during 2021. 

• should enhance Metlink preparedness and resilience to operate in a COVID-
19 environment by reducing requirement to collect cash fares 

• should contribute to Metlink readiness for future transition to the NTS. 

• should be customer centric, simple and flexible, and does not deter customers 
from using public transport 

• should enhance Metlink service provision by strengthening ability to collect fares 
and improve quality and extent of patronage data 

• should be implemented within existing budgets 

In particular, it has been recognised, that the upcoming implementation of the National 
Ticketing Solution (NTS) will be a very significant transition process, and by carrying 
out a limited scale pilot of electronic ticketing on rail, there is the ability to develop 
knowledge and systems in advance. 

3.2 Proposal 
It is proposed to trial Snapper on Rail on the Johnsonville Line, by installing validators 
at stations in order to allow customers with Snapper cards to pay for the rail journey by 
tagging on and off, at the platform based validators, at the start and end of their 
journeys. 

During the Pilot phase, the ability to use Snapper will be in addition to the existing 
paper based ticketing arrangements operated by Transdev.  Fares charged when using 
Snapper will be equivalent to the cost of single journeys paid for with a 10 trip ticket. 

Wellington Station will require to have validator posts installed to support the 
Johnsonville Line Pilot and allow passengers to tag on and off at the start and end of 
their journeys. 

This will be a significant behavioural change for rail passengers, who are used to moving 
through Wellington Railway Station without any form of ticket check or validation.  
As such, one aspect of the project is to understand how and where validator posts should 
be deployed in the station in order to allow passengers to tag on and off at the station 
with minimum inconvenience to their journeys. 

3.3 Validator Post Design 
Snapper is the existing ticketing system supplier to Metlink for all of the bus networks 
and would be the supplier for the pilot of electronic ticketing on rail. 

Snapper’s technology partner (TMoney) do not have an off the shelf post design, so 
Snapper have partnered with HTS to develop a design for a validator post that will 

                                                
5 Description from Peter Wells emailed to Ian Bowman 23 May 2021 
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meet with the technology and customer use requirements.  The design of the post 
should:- 

• enable the mounting of the Snapper Validator and Cradle units securely; 

• be physically suitable for installation in outdoor environments and resistant to 
damage; 

• make identification and location of the posts, and the validation point, easy for 
customers; 

• meet accessibility design standards; 

• support ease of maintenance and servicing. 

As the Pilot will only require a limited number of validator posts to be procured and 
installed (around 35), it is not practical to develop more than one design of prototype 
validator post at this time.  However the learnings from the pilot deployment will then 
be used to inform design and selection of validator posts under a full network roll out of 
National Ticketing Solution in the future. 

3.4 Wellington Station Validator Installation 
For the purposes of the trial, GWRC are proposing that six validator posts are 
deployed in the Platform apron area at the end of platform 2, 3 & 4.  The location is 
on the natural walking pathway to and from platforms 1 & 2, which are the ones most 
commonly used for Johnsonville line services, and follows the natural alignment of the 
platform buffer stops. 

Following site inspections by GWRC’s preferred platform works contractor, the 
locations have been confirmed as being close to an existing in platform duct, which can 
be used to provide power and data cabling with only minimal trenching work. 

Modelling of the impact of the validator posts on passenger flows was commissioned 
with Stantec, who utilised a Legion model, to determine crowding levels resulting from 
the use of validators by Johnsonville Line customers.  

The modelling by Stantec, assumed a worst case scenario, whereby 100% of passengers 
on the Johnsonville Line used Snapper during the am peak period.  This situation is 
very unlikely to occur during the Pilot.  Despite this, the average journey time from 
platform 1 to exit the station was only increased by 15 seconds. 
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3.5 Alternatives considered 
Validator posts have been identified as the most appropriate solution for passengers to be 
able tap on and tap off to validate their fares for the rail journey.  Potential alternatives 
to this could be 

• Onboard validation – this is generally not recommended for metro and rail 
services, as it can leads to crowding and delays at the doors when in station. 

• Barrier Gates – most major metro terminal stations use barrier gate 
arrangements to control the flow of customers on and off the platforms.  This is 
not considered to be a good solution for the Pilot situation on a limited part of 
the network, would be intrusive to passenger flows, require additional staffing 
and be inflexible in the event trains need to arrive and depart from other 
platforms. 

Preliminary discussions with stakeholders involved in the stewardship of Wellington 
Railway Station identified that Validator Post locations in the concourse area, booking 
hall or in front of the station, could have detrimental impacts to the heritage fabric of the 
building and should be avoided.  As a result, solutions on the platform apron (are 
between platforms and the concourse) have been focused on. 

Three principle locations were investigated and modelled by Stantec. 

• Option A – three validator posts at the end of platform two.  This location was 
found to create severe crowding and unacceptable passenger impacts 

• Option B & C – With four or six validators arranged in a line on the apron.  
Both offered acceptable levels of performance, but option C (with more posts) 
offered best performance of all options considered.  

• Option D – four validators arranged in the centre of platforms 1 & 2.  This 
option performed reasonably well, but was inflexible if trains called at 
alternative platforms so was discounted. 

Option C was selected as the preferred option, as offered the best performance, with 
minimal impact to passengers on Johnsonville or other lines.  It also better reflects the 
level of availability passengers would experience at the outer stations on the line which 
have lower customer usage, but relatively high ratios of validators available to use. 

3.6 Installation Requirements 

Engineers have reviewed the design of the proposed validator posts and 
proposed a footing design of reinforced concrete, 750mm square and to a depth of 
600mm.  The footings will be finished flush with the exiting platform level. 

An archaeological desktop assessment, has concluded that it is very unlikely that any 
archaeological materials would be located within the area where the footings would be 
prepared. 

Power and data cabling will be required to be connected to the validator, this will be 
provided by short trenches from an existing in platform duct that closely follows the 
proposed alignment of the validators. 

The work to install the footings will likely take place 8-12 weeks prior to the proposed 
Go Live date in mid November.  Validator post installation would likely take pace 
around 3-4 weeks prior to the go live, with the posts being hooded until required. 
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3.7 Pilot Duration and Follow on 
The Pilot is initially proposed to operate for up to around 15 months (end December 
22).  At the end of the Pilot period, it is intended that the system would be 
transitioned to the new National Ticketing Solution.  At this time, the validators 
would be replaced with updated validator posts, compatible with the selected national 
solution.  This work would be subject to new discussions with the stakeholders involved 
with the stewardship of the railway station and subsequent new consent applications. 

In the event that the Pilot is terminated early, or that the NTS solution is not yet 
available.  Then the Snapper validator posts would be removed, and the area made 
good by re-sealing over the footings to match with the surrounding apron areas and  
return the area to its original state.  Cable access points may be left flush with access 
covers in place if appropriate. 
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4 Assessment criteria 
4.1 Section 176A Outline Plan , Resource Management Act 

1991  
(3) An outline plan must show— 

(a) the height, shape, and bulk of the public work, project, or work; and 

(b) the location on the site of the public work, project, or work; and 

(c) the likely finished contour of the site; and 

(d) the vehicular access, circulation, and the provision for parking; and 

(e) the landscaping proposed; and 

(f) any other matters to avoid, remedy, or mitigate any adverse effects on the 
environment. 

In order to consider (3) (f), the following assessment criteria are used. 

4.2 Wellington City District Plan (WCDP) 
Given that the application is for an Outline Plan, there are no specific WCDP 
assessment criteria.  However several of the assessment criteria for Discretionary 
Activities (Restricted) provide a useful guide.  These comprise: 

21A.2.1.3 The extent to which the work significantly detracts from the values for 
which the building or object was listed.  

21A.2.1.5 • respects the scale of the original building or object. The Council 
seeks to ensure new work is not visually dominant, particularly where 
rooftop additions are proposed.  

 • avoids the loss of historic fabric and the destruction of significant 
materials and craftsmanship.  

 • respects the historic or other values for which the building was listed.  

4.3 Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga (HNZPT) 
An appropriate guide for assessing the installation of validators is HNZPT Heritage 
Guidance Sheet 16  Assessing Impacts on the Surroundings associated with Historic Heritage, 
2007. 

The relevant criteria from the guide comprise: 

a The proposed activity should not visually dominate or distract from the 
qualities of the heritage place. 

b The proposed activity should provide for adequate visual catchments, 
corridors or sightlines to the heritage item. 

c Any new building should not affect the character and setting of the historic 
building. 

d the height, location and proportions of any new building should be 
compatible with the existing historic environment, with heights and 
proportions reflective of the predominant height and proportions of adjacent 
buildings. 
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e  The size, orientation, scale, massing, density, modulation, and shape of the 
new building or addition should be compatible with the existing historic 
building(s). These elements should relate to surrounding buildings.   

f  Any new building or addition should adopt materials and colours that relate 
to and use as reference points, the materials, colour and details of adjacent 
buildings and the surrounding areas.   

g The architectural style should be compatible with the historic design and 
should not imitate, replicate or mimic surrounding historical styles. 
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6 Conclusions and mitigation 
6.1 Conclusions 
The magnitude of impacts of the temporary installation of six validators at the 
southern end of platforms 2, 3, 4 and 5 are assessed as being between no change and 
minor.  The significance of impacts to the platforms are assessed as being between 
slight to moderate from both visual and physical impacts and are direct. However, 
as the installation is a trial, the impact will be temporary for the duration of the trial 
and the installation is reversible. 

6.2 Mitigation measures 
The following are recommended mitigation measures to reduce the impacts of the 
installation: 

• modify the design of the validators to a smaller, less bulky design and one that 
could have back-to-back validators to reduce the number of future 
installations required; 

• modify the colours to be consistent with the historic colour scheme that is 
currently being applied to signage; 

• align the validators with the wall of the railway station rather than the 
proposed diagonal alignment proposed; 

• confirm the length of the trial after which the validators will be removed. 

 

 
Ian Bowman 
8 June 2021 
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Possible effects could include changes to use, access, views, topography, structures, 
vegetation, sound environment, approaches and context.  The effect on the heritage 
resource has been ranked without regard to its level of significance.    

Significance of effect 
The matrix below illustrates that combining the magnitude of impact/effect (before 
mitigation) and the heritage significance of the heritage resource will determine the 
extent of impacts of the project.  Mitigation measures however influence the 
evaluation of effect. Where the matrix suggests more than one likely outcome, for 
instance moderate/slight, professional judgement has been used in conjunction with 
the descriptors in the following table to arrive at an appropriate result. 

The scale of possible effects is: 

• Very large (beneficial or adverse) 
• Large (beneficial or adverse) 
• Moderate (beneficial or adverse) 
• Slight (beneficial or adverse) 
• Neutral 
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The Magnitude of Impact shows the potential effect of the project on the heritage 
item or setting without mitigation.  

In general if the effects on all heritage resources were adverse the overall impact 
would be the highest impact.  Conversely if the effects were all beneficial, the 
average level of benefit would be selected, rather than the greatest, as assessments 
should be conservative.  
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Appendix 2 
Wellington City District Plan Appendix P Conditions 

The following condition shall apply to the designation of the Wellington 
Railway Station (designation R4) in the Wellington District Plan: 

(i)  Nothing in this designation authorises the demolition or partial demolition 
of the following parts of the Wellington Railway Station: 

•  the 3 streets facades including the Thorndon Quay addition • the main 
concourse 

• the roofline without air-conditioning units 

• the plaques at the office entrance 

which are heritage features. Any such proposal shall require Tranz Rail to 
either obtain any necessary resource consent or to seek the alteration of this 
designation by the removal of this condition. For the avoidance of doubt, this 
condition does not cover repairs or maintenance, or additions or alterations, 
or any other activity requiring an outline plan under section 176A. 

(ii)  Prior to the preparation of any proposal to undertake any additions or 
alterations to the identified heritage features of the Wellington Railway 
Station building, Tranz Rail shall meet with the NZ Historic Places Trust to 
discuss the proposal. 

(iii)  Tranz Rail shall provide any subsequent plan(s) of any additions or 
alterations, as specified above, for comment by the NZ Historic Places Trust 
within 15 working days. In the event that there are any points raised by the 
NZ Historic Places Trust, Tranz Rail shall arrange to meet with the Trust to 
discuss the points raised. 

(iv)  Tranz Rail shall provide a copy of any application for outline plan 
approved in respect of the identified heritage features of the Wellington 
Railway Station building to the NZ Historic Places Trust at the same time it 
is lodged with the Council. The Trust will then forward its comments on the 
proposal to the Council within 5 working days.  
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Appendix 3 
Heritage values of the railway station 
The summaries of heritage values is taken from the WCC on-line heritage 
inventory7.   

Aesthetic value 

Cultural value 

The Wellington Railway Station has significant architectural values. The 
design is bold and influenced by the world’s great railway stations, possessing a 
generous forecourt and sweeping driveways leading to the impressive 
colonnade. The internal spaces, particularly the booking hall, are a 
continuation of this tradition. It is a fine example of one the city’s leading 
architectural firms Gray Young, Morton, and Young. It has been recognised 
as one of the best 20th century buildings in New Zealand for its architectural 
qualities. 

The Railway station is associated with a number of historically important 
events including the focal-point of the funeral cortege for Prime Minister 
Michael Joseph Savage, as a casualty clearing station in the aftermath of the 
Wahine disaster, and as part of the home-front defence system during World 
War Two. 

This building has immense townscape value; it defines the Waterloo Quay, 
Featherston, and Bunny Street area. It is a landmark building that is used by, 
and seen by, thousands of commuters daily. 

Group  

With the Old Government Buildings, Waterloo Hotel and Shed 21, it forms a 
small precinct of heritage buildings in the Waterloo Quay/Bunny 
Street/Featherston Street area. 

Townscape  

This building has immense townscape value; it defines the Waterloo Quay, 
Featherston, and Bunny Street area. It is a landmark building that is used by, 
and seen by, thousands of commuters daily. 

Historic value 

Association 

The Railway station is associated with a number of historically important 
events including the focal-point of the funeral cortege for Prime Minister 
Michael Joseph Savage, as a casualty clearing station in the aftermath of 
the Wahine disaster, and as part of the home-front defence system during 
World War Two. 

This building has a range of historic associations that give it significant value. 
It is a fine example of one the city’s leading architectural firms Gray Young, 
Morton, and Young. It was designed as the main Railway Station and Offices 
for the Railways Department and was the culmination of 65 years of railway 

                                                
7 https://www.wellingtoncityheritage.org.nz/buildings/1-150/44-wellington-railway-station?q= 
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development in Wellington. 

Scientific value 

Technological 

This building has technical value for the innovation of its construction. It was 
designed using the latest technology utilising steel framing and reinforced 
concrete and bricks to withstand earthquakes. At the time it was constructed 
it was one of the largest buildings in New Zealand and its size, scale, and 
construction on reclaimed land provided a significant building challenge that 
was overcome by the architects and engineers. 

Social value 

Identity Sense Of Place Continuity  

This building is a focus of community identity as it is a major landmark 
building for the city of Wellington. The retention of this building has helped 
to promote a sense of continuity in Wellington with its history. As a major 
development for the Railways Department in the 1930s, it also contributes to 
a sense of continuity for the presence of the railways in Wellington. 

Public Esteem  

This building is held in high community esteem. It has significant heritage 
values for the people of Wellington. 

Sentiment Connection  

This building is a focus of community sentiment and connection – it is a 
public space that is still in use. 

Symbolic Commemorative Traditional Spiritual  

This building has traditional values for the community of commuters who use 
it daily. It has been in continuous use as a station since its construction. 

Level of Cultural Heritage Significance 

Authentic  

This building has authenticity and integrity as it retains significant original 
materials. Modifications and additions have been carried out in mostly 
harmonious ways. 

Rare  

This building is of outstanding heritage significance for its architectural, 
historical, townscape, technical, public education and esteem, values. 

Representative  

This building is an excellent example of the work of Gray Young, Morton, 
and Young designed in the Neo-Classical Revival style with Beaux Arts 
influenced interiors. It is also influenced by Modernism and Art Deco, 
making this building a good representative of New Zealand interpretations of 
these architectural forms. 

Importance  

This is a nationally important building for its architectural, historical, 
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townscape, technical, public education and esteem, values. 
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Tairangahia a tua whakarere; 
Tatakihia ngā reanga ō āmuri ake nei

Honouring the past; Inspiring the future
05 July 2021

Polly Larkman 

Senior Southern Lease Manager KiwiRail

E: Polly.Larkman@kiwirail.co.nz

Dear Polly

Wellington Railway Staton  – Proposed installaton of Trial Snapper System on Platorms
Covenant Platorms feedback – pre consent

I write on behalf of Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga to comment on the proposed installaton of
Snapper units on the Wellington Railway staton main platorm  as a trial by Metlink.

This place is a Category 1 Historic Place List and recognised for its high heritage value externally and
internally. 

The guiding document for any proposals is the Conservaton Plan. While the current Conservaton Plan is
outdated it is under review, and the specifc spaces and elements has been looked at by Conservaton
Architect Ian Bowman. 

Consultaton
Greater Wellington along with KiwiRail and Wellington City Council have been engaged in discussion over
the pilot project, with  KiwiRail Conservaton Architect Ian Bowman providing assistance on appropriate
locaton and design. The fnal design has not yet been approved.

Both KiwiRail  and Heritage New Zealand [subject to the Heritage Assessment] initally  have agreed in
principle that the trial is important, and can assist in a beter soluton for the fnal system.

Documentaton:
The following documentaton has been shared in preparaton for consent including:

 20210521 WRS Validators.pdf
 AEE WRS validators.pdf
 images of the units in locatons on the platorms
 example of current Snapper unit
 Wellington RS Platorm HA.pdf
 Wellington Staton Capacity Assessment v06(draftpdf
 Wgtn staton tcket columns -archaeology.pdf
 SR 485292 Pre-applicaton meetng record e-tcketng  Wellington Staton v2.pdf 
 NZHPT leter   Pilot Installaton Request (24.06.21t

(64 4t 494 8320 Central Regional Ofce,  Level 7, 69 Boulcot Street PO Box 2629, Wellington 6140 heritage.org.nz
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Proposed trial of six validators
A Natonal Ticketng system is proposed deploying electronic tcketng and payment systems.
The Metlink Pilot is for a temporary installaton of the six (6t validator posts on the main platorm. Greater
Wellington have advised that any subsequent permanent installaton of validator posts would be subject
to consultaton with HNZPT with respect to size, design, colour, locaton, numbers and scale and would
require new applicatons to be made to WCC and HNZPT. The outcomes of the Pilot project, and the
upcoming appointment of a preferred provider for Natonal Ticketng Soluton, will be available to inform
this consultaton on the future arrangements.
The proposed tme frame to the permanent Natonal Ticketng Soluton is planned to occur by December
2022, with full transiton completed by March 2023. Metlink have requested an extension to the proposed
end date of March 2023.

Resource consent advice has been sought from Wellington City Council by MetLink and consent may be
required for this work. Approval is required by KiwiRail and Heritage New Zealand under the covenant.

Preliminary advice Heritage New Zealand  
The following advice was given subject to the Heritage Assessment and fnal design:

 The installaton of the selected six [as per drawing AG03 April 2021] validators are considered 
intrusive elements within a historic space.

 In-ground work is supported as the platorm ground materials at these locatons are of limited 
heritage fabric and the in-ground work can be removed and is reversible.

 No changes are proposed to the building walls or historic elements.
 The six validator units selected are the only opton given for the GWR trial. Alternatve types are 

recommended that are smaller in scale and more in keeping with a historic staton.
 The proposed locatons of six units is based on GWR trial requirements and are not considered in 

heritage terms to be appropriate in terms of the original design and layout.
 The proposed colour schemes are GWR colours. The heritage recommendaton is that any new 

elements, especially intrusive elements, are in the railway staton historic colours and recede in 
prominence i.e. dark brown, black but with some additonal colours.

 It is expected that the Pilot will contnue untl end of 2022 and that it is a trial, and that at this 
tme, the Snapper equipment will be replaced with the new vendors equipment and new 
approvals from Heritage New Zealand and consents will be required to support this.

 Existng validators can be fully removed at the end of the Pilot period and platorm area restored 
with minimal efort. 

Heritage Consultant recommendatons
The assessment of the heritage values of the platorms is supported as a review of this porton of the
staton untl the  Conservaton plan is revised. Conservaton Plan.
The assessment of the impact on Heritage Values of the proposed works is supported.

(64 4t 494 8320 Central Regional Ofce,  Level 7, 69 Boulcot Street PO Box 2629, Wellington 6140 heritage.org.nz
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Summary 

Heritage NZ is generally supportve in principle of a trial process that is contained within the historic 
platorm area, however the units are intrusive and impact negatvely in terms of heritage values on the 
historic platorm. As such intrusive elements are not recommended on a place of high heritage value.

The review of the Conservaton Plan by KiwiRail is a signifcant step in helping identfy and update
heritage values and guidance for all partes. 

While there is no revised Conservaton Plan Ian Bowman's report confrms that the heritage values of the 
platorm area, spaces and elements is of high value and has a high degree of rarity in line with the 
Category 1 heritage status of the Railway Staton.

Cumulatve change has not been addressed on the platorms to retain integrity and authentcity. This 
project contributes to intrusive elements. The platorm area designed in the 1930s have overtme been 
constrained by more recent additons and closing of of the main gates  and has a number of intrusive 
elements. There has been no ratonalisaton or consideraton given to the platorms with proposed 
increased numbers.
There is a concern that long term any introducton of new intrusive elements does not hold or enhance 
existng heritage values.

It is noted that there is no master plan or development plan for the future of this area that co-ordinates 
and takes a heritage based approach that supports heritage, modernisaton and future uses. 
There is a strong indicaton, signalled by the proposed validator project, that there will be increasing 
numbers of passengers and possible impacts on the staton and its platorm area, but there is no 
assessment or planning for the potental impact of any rapid transport system as part of the central city. 
A co-ordinated approach and long term plan, along with the revised Conservaton Plan is considered 
important with any future plans, and should be considered prior to the implementaton of the fnal units 
or system.

Heritage New Zealand would assume that the fnal installaton of a validator system at the Wellington 
Railway Staton would include a full re-address of the current design, including locaton, along with 
consideraton of the increased passenger predictons and the overall site design, which is supported by 
Greater Wellington.

The installaton of the six units, as a trial, fall outside of good heritage practce on a number of criteria.  
Re-movability and reversibility at the end of the trial is acknowledged along with the limitaton of the 
installaton to March 2023 as a maximum.
However the advice stands that:

 in the interim  optons should be found that are less intrusive in scale, design and colour, and with 
a more appropriate locaton that considers the wider platorm and ongoing use through the 
staton.

 that a co-ordinated approach and development plan be begun between partes that looks to the 
most appropriate balance of long term uses [including long term predictons] and retaining 
heritage values in line with the Conservaton Plan.

(64 4t 494 8320 Central Regional Ofce,  Level 7, 69 Boulcot Street PO Box 2629, Wellington 6140 heritage.org.nz
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Heritage New Zealand supports in principle the proposal however agrees with the recommendatons of 
the Heritage consultant that:

 the current design be modifed in design and scale
 modifcaton of the  colour scheme [notng Metlink have agreed to a  reduced scheme of dark 

blue/green colour], and
 Align the validators with the wall of the railway staton rather than diagonal;

and in additon 
 A Heritage Constructon Management Methodology Plan be developed for installaton, and 

demountng at the end of the trial, with conservaton architect supervision in both the plan and 
constructon project; and

 A Development Plan for the ongoing uses of the platorm area is undertaken which looks at 
heritage values and user requirements into the future in preparaton for the next stage

Based on the ongoing discussions Heritage New Zealand would like to see some movement on the colour 
scheme and the alignment.

Yours sincerely

Laura Kellaway
Conservaton Architect   Kaihoahoa Penapena `
Level 1, 79 Boulcot St | Wellington 6140 |  Ph: (64 4t 471 4895 |Mobile 027 445 3599

(64 4t 494 8320 Central Regional Ofce,  Level 7, 69 Boulcot Street PO Box 2629, Wellington 6140 heritage.org.nz
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From: Dean Raymond
To: Bernard Nunns
Subject: Snapper kiosks at Wellington Station
Date: Tuesday, 20 June 2023 4:39:07 pm
Attachments: HNZPT Covenant Letter_Wellington Railway Station Platforms Validator Project.pdf

Kia ora Bernard
 
Following on from emails and call earlier today I am attaching letter HNZPT sent to Kiwirail
regarding stage 2 of the validator project, May 2022.
 
Ngā mihi
 
Dean Raymond
 
______________________________________________________________________________
__________
 
Dean Raymond  | Kaiwhakahaere ā Takiwā / Area Manager | Te Takiwā o Te Pūtahi a Māui /
Central Region| Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga | P O Box 2629 | Level 1, 79 Boulcott St |
Wellington 6140 |  Ph: (64 4) 494-8320 | Mobile: 027 350 9875 |
 

Tairangahia ā tua whakarere; Tātakihia ngā reanga o āmuri ake nei – Honouring the past;
Inspiring the future
 

This communication may be a privileged communication. If you are not the intended recipient, then you are not authorised to retain,
copy or distribute it. Please notify the sender and delete the message in its entirety.
______________________________________________________________________________
_____________
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Tairangahia a tua whakarere; Tatakihia ngā reanga ō āmuri ake nei  
Honoring the past; Inspiring the future 

Central Regional Office  
Te Tari o te Takiwā o te Pūtahi a Māui  

Level 1, 79 Boulcott St 
 PO Box 2629, Wellington 6140 

 

 

 

25 May 2022                    File ref: 12021-011 

 

 

Simone Hadley 

General Manager – Southern Property Portfolio 

KiwiRail Holdings Limited 

Email: Simone.Hadley@kiwirail.co.nz 

 

Tēnā koe Simone, 

 

WELLINGTON RAILWAY STATION PLATFORMS HERITAGE COVENANT:  

INTERIM VALIDATOR ELECTRONIC TICKETING POSTS 

 

Thank you for consulting Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga on Greater Wellington Regional Council’s 
project to provide an interim electronic ticketing system to the Wellington rail network. Stage 2 of this 
project requires the installation of twenty Snapper-based electronic ticketing validators on the Wellington 
Railway Station platforms. This will be an extension to the Stage 1 validator posts previously supported by 
Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga that were installed for the Johnsonville line last year, and is an 
interim system until the National Ticketing Solution is implemented after 2024. 

Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga entered into a heritage covenant with the Crown in 2018 for the 
Wellington Railway Station Platforms to protect the heritage values of this Category 1 Historic Place. 
Greater Wellington Regional Council has engaged thoroughly with Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga 
and KiwiRail on the number of validators, their location and arrangement, and user flow modelling of the 
Stage 2 works. We support the Assessment of Environmental Effects, which considers the impact of these 
validators to the heritage values of the platforms to be minor, and we are satisfied these heritage values 
can continue to be protected under the heritage covenant. 
 
In accordance with Clause 3 of the heritage covenant for the Wellington Railway Station Platforms, this 
letter constitutes our written consent for KiwiRail Holdings Limited to effect the installation of twenty 
additional interim validator posts and the incorporation of the existing 6 trial validator posts into the same 
consent status, as detailed in plans WRS Ticketing Validator Stage 2, Wellington Railway Station, Building 
Consent Issue Rev-0, May 2022, sheets A-G.01, G.02, G.03. 
 
Thank you for consulting Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga on this project.  
 
Nāku noa, nā, 
 

 
Dr Jamie Jacobs 
Director Central Region  
Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga 
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